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A LINK BETWEEN
DIVIDED ARTS
by Ron Watson
Photos by Paul Huyck

To help understand the impact of martial arts politics,
consider, if you will, a little arithmetic. And let us agree to
simplify our numbers. If in 1965 there were 100 black
belts, and if those black belts produced ten black belts each
for every three years since then, we would have 1,000 black
belts by 1969, 10,000 by 1971, 100,000 by 1974, 1,000,000
by 1977, and 10,000,000 at the beginning of 1980. And this
simple little speculation does not address the fact that there
were considerably more than 100 American black belts in
1965, that many students have been promoted to black belt
in less than three years, and that many ranking black belts
have averaged considerably better than three and one-third
black belt promotions per year. The analogy does not take
into account death rate, of course. More importtmtly, it
fails to address the most serious of all attrition problems:
the dropout rate.
Now if there's one thing most students learn before
passing their first belt exam it's that the martial arts are
rife with the most discouraging sort of politics. Whatever
your style, whoever your instructor, it's almost a foregone
conclusion that numbers of people have left your style to
create another, and that your teacher, however gifted, has
made himself some enemies . . . if only because of friendship with some other martial artist. Then, of course, there
are the martial arts associations that are not style-bound,
but have geography as their common demoninator. It's
not the intention here to get bound up in discussing the
pros and cons of membership in any association—only to
remind the reader that a consultation with anybody who's
been a few years in the arts will definitely expand the
political consciousness. The wonder is that the martial arts
have so far survived the myriad power plays, money grabs,
shams, and dreams gone bad.
Picture, if you will, a shotokan practitioner sharing a
school with a tae kwon do teacher. Imagine a shorinryu instructor giving his student permission to study eagle claw
kung fu. Or, can you envision a ranking black belt in a national organization that disapproves of safety equipment
sending a black belt contingent to a semi-contact tournament dominated by nationally-ranked semi-contact fight-
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At left and wearing a tux, Arnold asks judges at his recent
benefit tournament In Flint, Michigan, for their scores following
a kata performance. Proceeds from the event went to charity.
Jeff kept the students.

Knives, microphones, people, and amis sticks are among the
many tools handled and handled well by high school senior Jeff
Arnold. His first year as a school owner he made 30 grand.

ers? How about a full-contact manager encouraging his
fighters to enter a breaking competition? Is it likely that an
upper dan expert who had trained in Japan with the bo
would take up the whip chain? Is a Korean style tix-kicking
specialist likely to set sail for China to learn the latest in wu
Shu?
If you're honest you will have appreciated that such
blends and combinations are impossible in the world of
martial arts as we know it today. In fact, an instructor with
a very definite approach to teaching his art would most
often find that another system or approach to teaching
would confuse his students, especially in the early stages.
Still, the possibility of benefit is very great. One style
has a great deal to teach the open-minded, serious student
of another—to say nothing of the economic benefits that
could result.
Jeff Arnold, a 17-year-old high school senior at Valley
School in Flint, Michigan, is a case in point.
But first, a little background is in order. Inspired by
Bruce Lee—who wasn't?—Jeff managed over a period of
time to convince his protective mother that it would be safe
and perhaps even beneficial for him to study the martial
arts. But first he had to take her through the doors of most
of the martial arts schools within miles of home. When he
finally managed to get his mother in the door of Robert
DeMott's tae kwon do school in Flint, Jeff had won half
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his battle. DeMott, with his gentle and personable manner
had won the other half. The booty was Jeff Arnold as a
martial arts student, and Jeff admits he may not have
seemed much like a prize at first. "I was quite a bit overweight," Jeff admits with a smile.
"As soon as I walked in those doors, though," Jeff
recalls, "I really felt like I knew what I wanted to do. I
wanted to have my own school with all kinds of stretching
equipment and saunas, and to build a Chinese restaurant
and add it to the school." Almost immediately, the excited
boy of 12 became " a karate fanatic," training three to
seven hours six days a week.
One day not long after attaining his yellow belt in tae
kwon do, Arnold was introduced to a Filipino man with a
bag full of sticks. "He didn't say much," Arnold remembers, but he looked very mean." Remy Amador Presas,
the founder of the style of modern amis, soon pulled some
of the sticks from his bag and proceeded to demonstrate an
art very different from the tae kwon do the students were
used to seeing. "When the demonstration was over," Arnold recalls, "we all stood up and clapped. Even then we
could see how phenomenal he was. I wanted to learn amis
right away, so I signed up for what would be one of the
first seminars he ever gave in the United States.
DeMott was also very much taken with amis. Because
of his longer and more intensive training in the martial
arts, DeMott, Arnold's tae kwon do black belt instructor,
would receive a special in-depth training course from
Presas.
Meanwhile, the young Arnold was beginning to estab-

lish himself as a cool-headed go-getter. Unhappy in the
Flint public school system, Arnold worked hard, earning
straight " A " s and eventually winning a scholarship to
Valley School, the private school that has nurtured him for
the last several years. Having bailed himself out of the
public schools, Arnold turned his mind toward other
goals.
He asked for and secured a janitor's job and began to
squirrel away almost every ceiit of his $3.00 per hour wage.
"The martial arts were still very much in my thoughts,"
Arnold admits. "I opened a savings account at the bank
and began to put all my money in the bank. I was planning
to use these funds to open my own martial arts school
someday."
He did not know how close someday was.
In the meantime, the young teen-ager went on studying
tae kwon do under DeMott and, following DeMott's intensive training under Remy Presas, working out with stick,
sword and empty hand with DeMott in amis as well. In
martial arts circles it is said that while it is difficult for a
man to love two women, it is impossible for a man to love
two martial arts. Though both DeMott and Arnold became rapidly enthusiastic for amis, and though neither of
them gave up their love for tae kwon do in the process,
martial arts life soon became a little more complicated.
For one thing there were problems with DeMott's
traditionalist-minded instructor in tae kwon do; the latter
found it impossible to approve of the amis. For another,
there were now more than a few students in Flint who were
equally committed to tae kwon do and amis. How to train
them, how to do justice to teaching both arts: these became areas of concern both for DeMott and then for Arnold when the latter began to assume more of a teaching
role.
"People told me I would become confused and disoriented," Arnold remembers. "In fact, the opposite happened. Training in both arts, my hands became faster, my
sparring improved, and my coordination doubled. Amis
really seems to improve a student's coordination."
One day shortly after Arnold had made his black belt in
tae kwon do but before he'd earned the equivalent rank in
amis, DeMott called Arnold into his office and explained
that he wanted to sell the school. DeMott had recognized
his student's exceptional business sense and now offered to
sell him the business. Arnold checked his savings account
and his college fund account and found that by combining
the two he would have just enough. Determined, Arnold
signed the contract before telling his mother or grandfather. "It was like a dream come true," he says. "My
life's ambition had become a reality at 15.
"There I was," Arnold looks back, "owner of my own
school, 18 students, and the bills coming due." At about
that time, after consulting with both DeMott and Presas,
Arnold decided to teach amis and tae kwon do. "With
that, my club became the only one in the area to offer a
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At right , Jeff poses with the man who taught him tae kwon do
and sold him his school, Robert DeMott.

weapon art. Plus," Arnold continues, "the idea was to
teach tae kwon do but to make it possible for a very
nominal fee for students to expand their studies from tae
kwon do into arnis. The way it works now is that we teach
tae kwon do three evenings a week, and teach arnis three
evenings a week. For a small extra charge a student can
train in both arts."
The idea worked in a big way. In fact, by the end of his
first full month in business, Arnold had recovered his initial investment in the school.
"But I wasn't about to stay content with that," Arnold
explains. "With the help of the advanced students we put
together a demo team and began demonstrating around
town. It worked. My student enrollment went from 18 in
one month to 100 in three months. I made close to $30,000
my first year in business."
At 16, Arnold got permission from the authorities at
the private school he was attending to use school facilities
for a tournament. The young black belt would donate the
proceeds to a school scholarship fund. To his surprise (if
. not the school's) almost 400 competitors and nearly 1,000
spectators showed up. Also, the event was covered by local
newspapers and television, earning more than $1,600 for
the school scholarship fund. Was his motivation entirely
selfless?
"I was very happy about the results," Arnold·admits.
The tournament increased my student enrollment to 140

students. I had helped myself, helped others, and spread
the popularity of the martial arts throughout the community. "
A year later, Arnold celebrated his 17th birthday with
another, bigger tournament. This time, backed by his instructor, Bob DeMott, Arnold rented the IMA Sports
Arena, Flint' s largest sports facility (see page 72). The expenses came to $10,000. Again, the motivation was nonprofit; this time the proceeds went to the Service Center for
the Visually Impaired. Again, enrollment responded .
" My goal," Arnold says matter of factly, "is to make
my tournament grow every year and promote the martial
arts throughout North America."
Instructional tasks are neatly divided at Arnold's
school. Jeff' s friend and assistant, Jeff Fields, teaches in
the morning, Arnold himself comes in afternoons and evenings, and DeMott comes in evenings. Three days a week
the instruction is in tae kwon do. Three days a week the instruction is in arnis. Because of the very nominal second
fee enabling a student to take both arts for only the
smallest increase in monthly payment, most students opt
for both arts .
Saturday afternoon the advanced classes meet, combining tae kwon do and arnis, empty hand and stick-fighting.
" I think training in both arts provides the student with
some rounding he wouldn't get otherwise. Tae kwon do
emphasizes rigorous and technical skills, while arnis, especially as taught by Mr. Presas, stresses what he likes to
call 'the flow.' Arnis encourages students to rely on good
sense as well as the ability to kick and punch. The flexibili -

ty of arnis is such that it goes well with just about any systern . I think it goes particularly well with tae kwon do
because it has no weapons tradition."
According to Arnold, students continue to be tested
separately in both arts, even the advanced students who
have been training in both arts. "It is not hard to tell where
one art ends and the other begins," Arnold explains.
"Later, when you understand more of both arts, it doesn't
seem so important to know."

Jeff continues to look ahead and to keep in step with
worldly values outside the martial arts. He emphatically
values his education, plans to attend college, and also finds
time for gymnastics, acting, boxing and playing guitar in a
rock band on weekends.
An enthusiastic vegetarian, Arnold says he rises each
morning at 6:30 to meditate and pray, attends school from
8:30 to 2:30, teaches martial arts from 3:00 to 6:00, and
uses t he remainder of the evening to train or study.
"Although it seems like karate politics are everywhere, " he says, "we feel quite happy that we are able to
teach without having to take a lot of those kinds of things
into account. Modern arnis is like that. In fact, from what
I understand, I think you could say that being so nonpolitical, arnis is like a link between di vided arts. It can fit
in where other arts never could."
If Arnold is right that arnis has been a link between

divided arts, it has also been a link that provided him with
the connections that might have otherwise driven his mar- .
tial arts school into bankrupcy. A golden link might have
been a more accurate description. K

